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They split the atom
They didn’t quite understand, but anyway
They still split the atom.
The atom.
The tiniest thing, made tinier
Is now
Enormous.
Is a grain of  sand 
That will beckon the rip tide to crash and swirl 
to dissolve all the other grains of  sand
Because they looked at him funny.
They split the atom
Before they considered how things were before.
Before they thought of  the sweat
Running down centuries of  swordsmen.
Years, hard & cold as steel
In tender thought
The artisan knows his trade 
As the killer knows his blade
So when power was taught
Not simply  bought, 
There was discipline in splitting a hair with a blade
Then they began splitting skulls with bullets.
Now the man with his numb
Finger on the button is 
Splitting atoms,
Like balancing the world on the sword he uses to play God 
At tennis
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God chuckles to himself
But that man knows he’s right.
Knows he’s winning beyond a doubt
Beyond the shadow of  a doubt.
Beyond a silloutte of  a doubt burned black against the derelict concrete walls 
standing monument to empty cultures
He can’t see the fallout
Can’t see that when you 
Split the atom
The atom splits back.
Goes on splitting
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It goes on splitting until there is nothing left but glowing, festering, irradiated shit 
so expulsive that not even the ground will turn its palms tenderly upward in 
Acceptance.  No.
The atom split the ground
The atom split the earth around its borders with the edge of  a blade
The atom split their nations and families and 
The atom split them
And in their shell-shocked deafness they don’t 
Hear 
God chuckling to himself
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